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13 1 Folder: References 535.0 - 549.0 mostly poor (nth degree) photocopies of citations, Project Abstracts, Notice[s] of Research 
Project[s] related to diet and other variables, each assigned a particular code

photocopy few pp with adhesives or white-out. Copies are not 
clear but readable.

13 2 Folder: orig - incl disc and pictures 1967 
Miami meeting 5th; on front of folder, 5th 
conf 1967

contents do not match folder description.  Material appears to be search results on main topic "Diet
and Nutritional Status" sorted by and numeric ID, citing author and year of citation, ethnicity of 
group, etc.  

ID numbers are divided and separated by acidic tabbed index 
page; 1 of the number ranges is missing from tab.  Pages 
punched for 3-ring binder. Place on a/f folders, leave in accordion
folder or place in archival 3-ring binder? Retain original order.

13 Binder: References 500.0 - 534.6 4" red vinyl binder containing many poor photocopies of citations on a variety of nutrition related 
subjects searched with several different variables. Results are coded.

1 p. too faded to be read; other pp. may be generations from 
original, not clear but readable.  Pages punched for 3-ring binder,
which is too full. Retain original order when rehousing in a/f 
folders.

13 Binder: References 226.0 - 446.0 4" red vinyl binder with photocopies of citations on a variety of nutrition related subjects cross-
referred with several variables; these results also coded.

Some small slips of paper with citations paper clipped on may be 
in danger of being lost.

13 Green binder: Directory 10.0 - 353.0 1 1/2 " green cloth binder containing what appears to be search results on main topic "Cancer and 
Diet" sorted by and numeric ID, citing author and year of citation, ethnicity of group, etc.  

rehouse in a/f folders retaining original order; number ranges are 
from 2 tabs; 2 loose pages for "148 Ceylon" are in order but not 
punched - don't lose them.

13 Green binder: no title seems to be a coding schema for research; codes assigned for plants, specific ailments, etc. 2 
loose pages behind tabbed page "Conclusions" do not seem to belong in this binder.

photocopy as needed; toss acidic boards, etc &. refolder.
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